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INVASION OF 11E BRUSH SPECIES IMiO 3MALL SThND OPENDGS IN
THE i)OUGLAS4IR FORESTS O1 fliE WIILAMET1 FOUTHILLS

INTRODUCTION

Competition between Douglas-ffr seedlings and brush species is

of the most important problems in reforestation, afforestation

and natural restocking of the Douglas.fir forest. Following

completion of logging and slash disposal, the area is always

occupied by brush, grass and herbs as well as tree species. The

ame phenomenon also occurs in the Douglas-fir forest where the

canopy is opened by thinning, windthrow, insects, blowdown or from

failure in stocking.

The Douglas-fir stands of the Willamette foothills are

r.ed on south-facing slopes with grassland and brush irpes, and

brush competition is often a problem in regeneration of these slopes.

(Aservation on the small stand openings on these south slopes

indicates that a number of brush species are found along with coni-

fer and hardwood seedlings. In some openings, natural reproduction

of the tree species fails to come in when competing brush cover is

excessively developed.

To overcome the brush problem in this area, numerous expe

mental measures of chemical, mechanical and biological control have

been carried out by several agencies (1, p.2). Along with the

direct control, tentative recommendations concerning the obtaining

of regeneration on brushy areas have been suggested by slvicul-

turists. To solve the brush problem, one can not disregard

nature of the brush species themselves. The knowledge of their



behavior might lead the way to attaining effective

finally perfect restocking.

PUR?OS OF THE STUDY

The investigation w undertaken with the intention of increaa-

understanding of the relation between the crown density of the

Lglas!u.fir forest and its understory on south slopes and was

carried out as part of the ecological studies of the Douglas-fir

forests. The following were the objectives of this thesisi

1, To study the developnent of brush species wider

small stand openings in the Douglas-fir forest,

2. To study the pattern of irvasion of various brush

species as they are affected by different soil

series as well as by aspects (extreme south con-

trasted with slightly south),

To determine the effect of slope per cent on the

invasion of the brush species,

To predict the brush problem to be expected

various amounts of opening in the Douglas-f

DESCRIPTION OF U

The areas of the investigation were the McDonald Forest and

Adair Tract Forest. Both areas are located in the outermost

fringe of the western foothills of the Wiusmette Valley. The

forests are cmed and managed by the School of Forestry of Oregon



State College. The McDonald Forest is approximately 6,761 acres,

situated west of 13. 3. dighway 99W, six miles north of Corvallis,

Oregon; Townships IX) and U South, Range West, Wil].amette

Meridian. The Adair Tract Forest is approximately 1,00O acres,

located on the opposite side of Soap Creek from McDonald Forest;

Township 10 South, Range 5 West, Wil lamette Meridian. Since the two

forests are similar in vegetation cover type, topography, soil,

climate, the general description stated here applies to both areas.

ography

The area occupies some of the western foothills of the

Willarnette Valley, Steep slopes are not common in the lower portion

but the topography is considerably rougher s the elevation becomes

higher. Elevation of the main portion ranges fri 500 to 1,LLOO

feet above sea level (6, p.1). The maximum elevation is 2,050 feet

above sea level and is found in the extreme western part of the

area. The major drainage system of the McDonald Forest consists

of five streams named Oak Creek, Soap Creek, Jackson Creek, Galloway

Creek and Baker Creek. The Adair Tract Forest lists two waterways;

Soap Greek and North Fork-Berry Creek. The heads of the streams

originate within the forest and all drain into the lillanette

River (7, p.3). Soap Creek is considered the longest, and the

steepest slopes are found near the head of this creek.

The soils of the McDonald Forest as described by Youngberg and



Dyrnees (6, p,l) are those which have been developed on residuum

from basic igneous rock or o alluvia], fan material derived from

basic ip.eøu rock, The rock is someiat variable in te;:ture,

some of it being quite granitoid, Zeolites are quite conmon in

much of the rock, The sails have developed under grass, grass-oak

and Douglas-fir cover and are primarily in the Reddish Brcman Latoso].

great soil group. There are, however, soils sizn.i ].ar to Non-caicic

Browns, Grumosols and intergrades between these groups, s well as

poorly developed Uumio Cirey soils, The Aiken series occupies the

largest area with Dixonvufle, Climax and Coffin series also being

present. All are clay or clay loam texture in the surface and of

clay texture in the subsoil.

The soils in the Adair Tract Forest are similar to the soils

of the McDonald Forest. The Aiken series and L)ixonvuiie series

occupy the major portion of this forest. The Aiken series is

generally found as the elevation becomes higher especially on the

north slopes. The Dixowshlle is common on the south elopes. Both

series are residual soils and originated from igneous basaltic

rocks.

Climate

conditions have not been well recorded in either

forest. In order to provide a hint of the c14mte on this area,

the weather record of the Wiflainette Valley at Corvallis viii be

stated here. Corvallis may be designated as a mild subeoastal



oist, open winters, a dry harvest period in late smier, arid
remarkab].y long r season. The average annual rainfail for

the sixty years of record is 39.06 inches. Rain occurs mostly in

winter, and Jmuary is the ronth that receives heaviest precipita-
tLon. Snowfall in winter averages aix inches. Suxnrner rain.fall is

ry low 'with an average slightly less than 2.S inches. Least

recipitatiori occurs in July. The mean annual temperature is S2J

grees F. Temperature in summer in frequently over 90 degrees F,

(16, p. 2-10). Droughty periods are coimon in the summer season

and are accompanied by sunrr weather with intense insolation and

high temperatures. (13, p. ii).

Vegetation Cover Type

The major tree species of both areas consist of Douglss.tir

dotsua menzie8ii. (Mirb.) Franca., lowland white fir, Abies

die (Dougi.) Lindi,, bigloaf maple, Acez' macrophyllusi Purah,

Oregon white oak, Quercus rrrana Dougi., dogwood, Cornus nuttaUii

Mid., red alder, Alnus rubra Bong., and cascara, Rhamnus purshiana

DC. The vegetation type of the Wiilsinette Valley, according to

Weaver and Clementa, lies within the Cedar-Hemlock climax of the

Coast Forest (2, p. 0l), The tire in the past and droughty

periods during summer are believed to cause the absence of the

climax species in this area (20, p. 89-90). The shrub species in

this area include thimbleberry, Rubus parvitloruø Nutt.; snowberry,

Symphoricarpos albus (L.) Blake; salal, Gaultheria shallon Pursh;



poisonoak, Toxicodendron diversilobuxn (T. & 0.) Green; wild rose,

Rosa rubiginosa L.; hazel, Corylus cornuta californica (A.DC.)

Sharp; ocean spray, Holidiscus dia color (Pursh) Mexim.; serviceberry,

Amelanchier florida LindLL; mockorango, Philadeiphus gordox]ianus

Lindi.; blue elderberry, Sambucus glance Mutt.; blackberry Rubus app.;

western raspberry, Rubus leucodermis Dougi.; Oregon grape, Berberis

Aquiçouum Pursh; and vine maple, Acer circinatum Pursh. The

prominent herbaceous plants consist mainly of sword fern, Polystichurn

munimi (Kaulf.) Presi.; bracken fern, Pteridium aquilinum (L,) Kuhn;

St. Johns tiort, Hypericum perforatum L.; and Vanilla leaves,

Achlya triphylla (Smith) DC.



REVIEW OF LE1RATURE

In his study on forest regeneration in the Willamette Valley

Us, Nounteer mentioned that deciduous brush usually grows as

ahee with brambles, grass or fern covering the openings

between clumps of brush. He also pointed out that evergreen brush

usually grows in low, wide spread clumps that frequently exclude

other ground cover, (1.3, p. 27),

Ruth (18) stated in a summary of his study on p].antatio

survival and growth in two brush threat areas in coastal Oregon that

removal of overstory exposed the brush plants to full sunlight an

they often cminated the site to the exclusion of conifer reproduc-

tion.

Throughout the Pacific Northwest, the problem of getting tree

reproduction established on sites occupied by woody shrubs is complex

because the aggressive shrub species varies by forest type and

locality, Alder, vine maple and salal create a problem in many

parts of the Douglas..u.fir region, Salxrionberry and associated species

prevent regeneration in the coastal forests of spruce and hemlock,

Various species of manzanita and ceanothus warrant attention in the

ponderosa pine region and in the mixed pine types of southwest

Oregon. (22, p. 13).

Isaac stated that the size of opening in Staggered setting or

patch logging that will restock pro'ptly varies greatly with forest

types, localities, cover and exposure, (10, p. 71).

Having investigated the effect of manzanita and sncwbrush



competition on ponderosa pine reproduction, Dabme (3, p. 2) reported

that the brush did not significcntly affect the early establishment

of pine seedlings, but that it sharply reduced the growti of

established seedlin's, Manzanita was much more severe in its can-

petitive effect on height growth of pine seedlings than was snow-

brush,

Hanson contributed his observations on populatIon dynamics of

secondary woody vegetation to the effect that hazel brush had a

very slow rate of initial invasion by seedlings; alder was limited

in its ability to invade in a dry seedbed; raspberry and various

wiley species had the greatest potential invasion rate of arr of

the brush species observed, but their rather definite site require-

merits hindered them in competition with other species. (, p. l-3).
Schultz indicated that brush burned either by wildiirea or by

controlled fires, or even when cleared by i:chanica]. means, would

revert to a stand of brush of greater density unless some control of

this plant succession as operative. (19, p. 236).



MTIIODS

The study was united to south slopes of Douglas-fir stands

with bearings of the slopes ranging from S 60°z to S 6o°w, The

areas on the middle part of the slopes away from the ridges and the

bottoms were preferred in the sampling.

A rectangular plot of 10 by 2! feet was established in each of

O openings, Openings were restricted to those in unifonn Douglas.'

fir canopies; in other words openings located in the canopies of

mixed stands were not considered, Openings avoided included the

areas which occupied creek bottoms or were on level ground.

The plot was set up at least five feet away from the margin

of the opening which was considered as an ecotone, In every opening

which was less than 2OO square feet in size, the plot was laid in

the portion which appeared best to represent the whole opening,

For the openings which w'r greater than 2OD square feet, the

opening was divided into four sections by providing two bisectors

intersecting each other perpendicularly. Then the ballot system

drawing was applied in order to find out which section would be

selected for the location of the plot. The long aide of the plot

was laid in the same direction as the length of the opening. Part

of the plot was allowed to occupy other sections if it would have

been on the ecotone by not having done so.

Fifty pairs of co-plots of the same size as those above were

established within the adjacent stand where there were no openings.

Each pair of co-plots served as the control plots and was set up on
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the same habitat as the plot in the opening. The ballot system of

drawing bearing and distance fr. the center of the major plot was

used for randomizing the location of the co-plots. However, habitats

differing from the opening were eliminated from the draw. Bearings

ranged from 00 to 360° th nine degrees interval. Randomized

distances were used extending from 10 to 100 feet from the margin of

the opening with a 10 feet interval, v

To attain more accurate measurements, and to avoid personal

error, every plot was subdivided into 10 sub-plots with a size of

b by 5 feet. Sub-plots were located along the side line of the main

plot by leaving out the 2 by 25 feet portion along the middle of

the plot. The data were collected only from the sub-plots.

The measurements taken included the species of the brush cover,

number of the plants within species, crown dimension, age, and height

of the plants. Every species was grouped into height classes by one-

half foot intervals.

The number of plants wi.thin each height class, and the average

age of plants within each height class including their crown dimen-

sions were recorded by the following procedure. Not less than fifty

per cent of the plants within each height class were cut at the

ground level; then annual rings on the radial surface of each plant

were counted. The average age of each height class was determined

in this way. An increment borer replaced the cutting as the brush

became too big, Difficultica in counting age were round on veral

species such as Oregon grape, vine maple, dogwood, wild rose,



blackberry and raspberry. This was due to false rings as well as the

big holla pith. Collection of data for Oregon grape was discard.a

finally,

The crown diiienston obtained was the product of an average

length by an average width of the aerial crown spread cover

plant.

Other data collected woc the size of opening, age of opening

(except natural openings), per cent of slope, aspect1 and stand

descriptions. The product of an average width by an average length

of opening was used to determine the size of opening. Tio measure-

ments iiere taken on both width and length of the opening to obtain

the average. The author found difficulty in stirnating the ae of

the opening, therefore these particular data were not considered

reliable figures.

Lastly a soil description of every opening was performed as

part of the study. The description included series of the soile,

pH at the soil surface, depth of A and B horizon s, texture and

structure of the soils.

The data obtained are tabulated and analyzed in a later part of

this thesis.

The investigation started October l97 and ended in July l98.

The preliminary survey on the locations of the openings were taken

from the aerial photographs obtained from the Bepartment of Forest

)ana ment, School of Forestry, Oreon State College.



RESULTS

Physical characteristics of the plots

All sample plots were located on soils developed on basalt

residuum, The soils consisted of two series: .Aiken series and

Dixonville series1 The intermediate type between these two series

was considered as a separate entity. The Aiken series is character-

ized as a Reddish-Brown Latosal, the Dixonville series is a Non-

Cable Brown-Reddish Brown Latosal, The intermediate type is rather

loamy and varies from dark brown to reddish brown in color. Seven-

teen out of fity plots were located on Aiken series while twenty...

six plots were located on Dixoriville series, The remainder were

established on the intermediate series. The locations of the plots

upon these soil series were subject to the availability of the

stand openings on such area. The pH at the soil surface in this area

ranged from S. to 6.8,

Other factors 'which usually have an important environmental

effect on plants are slope and aspect, The slopes of the plots

ranged from eight per cent to 1O per cent, Both concave and convex

slopes are commonly found in this area but extreme concave or convex

elopes were avoided in the sampling. Small stand openings were avail-

able mostly on the southeast aspect, and so few southwest aspect plots

were examined,

An average size of the opening studied was about 2,1OO square

feet. The minimum 800 square feet and the maximum was



9,000 square feet.

A summary of the physical data on the plots is contained in

Table A, Appendix.

Successful invasion of brush species may ocCur from considerable

distance through seeds of mature plants adapted to wind, animal and

waterfiow transportation. After the brush ca in, some species

spread over the area from creeping roots under the soil surface.

For instance, poisonoak, raspberry and vine maple have spread this

way. Dominant brush species are listed as followss bileaf maple,

Acer macrohyllum; hazel, Corylus californica; anowberry, Symphori-

carpos albus; poisonoak, Toxicodendron diversilobum; and wild rose,

Rosa rubiginosa, These species were all common and fairly large and

so are grouped as the dominant brush species. Several develop into

trees but are considered brush apecie in our discussions here. The

subdominant species have been ceecribed in the introductory part of

the thesis, being the remainder of the list given there. The typical

characteristics of brush in stand openings and those under a full

canopy can be seen in the attached photographs. (Figures 1, 2, 3

and 1k.)

A statistical applied to the data obtained frctu the

field work. A summary of the data and an example of the analysis arc

tabulated in the appendix of the thesis. (Tables A and B.) The

sults will be presented in four series, beginning with those con-

cerned with the cover, and followed by species, age and height

respectively.



Fig. 3.-a, Plot No. 9 on .Aiken series shawing
brush cover of biglea.f maple,
poisonoak, hazel and snowberry in
the opening,

- w

Fig. 3-b. Plot No. 9-1 on Aiken series
showing brush cover under canopy
contained the same species as
above,

3)4
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Fig. 3-a. Plot No. 26. On Dixonville series
in the background of the picture
showing dense cover of hazel, big-
leaf maple, poisonoak ari ocean
spray in the opening.

Fig. 3-b. Plot No. 26-1 on Dixonville series
showing poisonoak, hazel, raspberry
and ocean spray growing under the
canopy.

16



Fig. Li-b. Plot No. 27-1 on Dixonvifle series.
Poisonoak, hazel, bigleaf maple and
snowberry grow on this plot 'under
the canopy.

17

Fig. Iv.a. Plot No. 27 on Dixonville series
showing bigleaf maple, mockorange,
and hazel developed well in the
opening.
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Regression analysis was used to determine whether an increase

in the size of opening would increase the total cover of brush species.

The size of opening was used as an independent variable, while the

difference between the percentage cover of brush growing on a plot

in the opening and an average percentage of brush cover of two control

plots was usod as the dependent variable, using the five per cent

confidence level, the hypothesis was rejected, and the result was

that the percentage cover remained the same as the size of stand

opening increased fron 800 to 9,000 square feet.

To compare the total shrub cover between the plots in openings

and control plots, an analysis of variance was used and it showed that

the percentage cover of the opening plots was greater than that of

control plots. The F-ratios and means of the samples for this and

subsequent statistical analy8ia of cover are given in Table 1.

Using the saiiie method of analysis of variance, a comparison of

percentage shrub cover between the two soil series revealed that the

percentage cover of brush growing on IJixonville series was higher than

that growing on Aiken series. In other words, on south slopes, the

Dizonville series plus its environment is more favorable to brush

growth than is the Ailcen series.

The effect of aspect on the percentage cover was one of the

objectives of the investigation, d that the percentage

cover of brush developed on aspects ranging from S 15° w to 3 O

18



Tea

Effect of size of opening
on brush cover (increase over
control vs. size of opening)
Regression analysis

Effect of slope on brush cover
in the opening

Less than 25% vs. nore than 25%

Amount of cover of individual species
Bigleaf maple

opening vs. control 142.3$
control vs. control 1.09
liken vs, Dixonville 2.33

P-ratio

th land 148d.f.

Effect of aspect on bruah
cover in the opening

Extreme south vs. slint south 0.714 with 17 and 31 cLf. 335

0,96 with 214 and 214 d.t.

Means of samples
feet in 200 sq.

land8lid.f.* 0*1414.1 C--

1 and 814 d.f. C1 * 6.5 2
land 814.d.f. A * 26.5 B

square
plot

* 171

Amount of cover for all species
63.05 with 1 and 123 d.f.* 0 1)4.6 0 65.3opening vs. control

control. vs. control 0.07 with 1 and 123 d.f. 01 66.7 02 - 63.9
Aikon vs. Dixonville 6.62 with 1 and 123 d.f.* A 76,3 D 100.2
Interaction 0.12 with 2 and 123 d.f

Table 1, Tests of effects of size of apex series, slope and aspect on amount of cov
brush species in sample plots.



Table 1.

Poisonoak
opening vs. control 25.8 with I and 314 d.f.*
control vs. control 95.10 with 1 and 814 d,f.*
Aiken vs. Dixonviils 132,02 with 1 and 814 d..f.*
Interaction 3.72 with 2 and 814 d.f,*

Hazel
opening vs. control 9.90 with 1 and 96 d,f.*
control vs. control 0,65 with 1 and 96 df.
Aiken vs. Dixonville 6.98 with 1. and 96 cLf.*
Interaction 0.003 with 2 and 96 d,f,

Snowberry
opening vs. control
control vs. control
Liken vs. Dixonville
Interaction

15.1414 with 1 and 96 d.f.*
0.71 with 1 and 96 d,f,

10.814 with 1 and 96 d.f,*
5,614 with 2 and 96 d,f.*

0 39.5 0 22.7
01 25.2 02 20.2
A * 13.9 D 37.7

0 * 15.9 C - 6.9C- 5.1 02* 8.9
A - 114.9 D *

Wild rose
opening vs. control 3.27 with 1 and 72 d.f. 0 14.14 C 2.5
control vs. control 0.81 with 1 and 72 d.f. 01 * 3.0 02 * 2.0
Liken vs. Ihxonville 1.03 with I and 72 d..t, A * 2.14 1) 3.8
Interaction 0.014 with 2 and. 72 d.t,

* Statistically significant difference.

0 10.8 0
Cl - 19.8 1.0.3A - 7.2 D 20.1



2].

he saz as that developed on aspects from S Ii9E up to S 600 E.

Considering openings only, the effect of degree of slope on

percentage cover of brush. species was determined by using rnysis of

variance. The percentage cover of all plots was grouped according to

degree of steepness, those established on slopes less than 25 per cent

and another group from 25 per cent up. The result showed no

difference of percentage cover' between these two gi'oups.

For the dominant species, the effects of stand opening as well

as of aol]. series were studied by individual species. By using a

2 by 3 factorial experirnt, the hypotheses tested were: the percent-

age cover on Aiken series versus percentage cover on Dixonville

series; the percentage cover under stand opening versus percentage

cover under canopies; the percentage cover between the two control

plots; and finally a teat of uhother there is an interaction of soil

series and opening condition on brush cover. The results show that

the percentage cover of haze], and poisonoak established on Dixonville

series was greater than those established on Ailcen series. Conversely

and contrary to the general trend, the percentage cover of snawberry

growing on Aiken series was greater than that growing on Dixonvifle

ser'ies. Only snowberry and poisonoak showed interaction of soil series

and stand opening condition. For sriowberry this consisted of failure

to react to soil series under the canopy as much as in the opening.

For poisonoak the interaction was of no practical significance. For

every dominant specios except poisonoak the percentage cover under

opening condition was always higher than the percentage cover
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the canopy condition. Only poisonoak showed different percentage

cover between the two control plots, indicating that the distribution

and concentration or poisonoak wider the canopy varied greatly.

Speci

In order to determine whether the number of species within plots

would change as an opening developed in the. stand, a 2 by 3 factorial

experiment was applied and the analysis of the data is shown in

Table 2. The results showed that small stand openings did not

influence the number of brush species invading, Also there was no

significant difference between the number of specie3 found on the two

control plots under full canopy. Comparison between the number of

brush species developed on Aiken series and Dixonville series showed

no difference. This is indicative that the brush species are distri-

buted uniformly in number throughout the whole area. However, this

analysis tells nothing about what species were present, only the

numbers.

The binomial, distribution was used to determine differences

the percentage of occurrence of each dominant species over all plo

In other words, to determine if a species occurred in a larger

percentage of time on one soil, series than another. The tests made

were to determine the effect of openings and soil series upon the

percentage of occurrence without regard to the amount of cover they

might give. Five dominant species were tested.

Potsonoak was the only species found more often on DizoniUe



Table 2. Tests of effects of opening and soil series on number of species, percentage of occurrence
and number of individuals within species,

- Bigleaf Maple
Opening: Aiken vs. Dixonvilie
Aiken: opening vs. control
Dixonville: opening vs. control

Poisonoak
Opening: Aiken vs. Dixonville
Aiken: opening vs. control
DixonviUes opening vs. control

Hazel
Opening: Aiken vs. Dixonville
Aiken: opening vs. control
Dixonville: opening vs. control

Number of species
opening vs. control 2.02 with 1 and 123 d.f. O -14.3 C - 3.9
control vs. control 0.67 with 1 and 123 d.f. C1 14.0 C2 - 3.8
Aiken vc Dixonvifle 0.33 with 1 and 123 d.f. A 3.9 1) -14.1
Interaction 1.56 with 2 and 123 d,f.

Test of percentage occurrence Percentage occurrence
of species X2-vaj.ue en all plots

0.12 with 1 d.t. A 0.76 D - 0.69
0.15 with 1 d.f. 0 - 0.76 a 0.71
1.28 with 1 d.f. 0 - 0.69 C -0.52

5.20 with 1 cLf.* A 0.29 D 0.65
7.33 with 1 d.f.* 0 -0.29 C -0.76
0.08 with 1 d.f, O .0.65 C -o.68

2.23 with 1 d.f. A - o.614 D - o.85
0.13 with 1 LLL. O -0.614 C -o.68
1.32 with 1 d.f. 0 0.85 C -0.71



Table 2 (con

Snowberry
Opening: Liken vs. DixonviUe 1.09 with 1 d.f. A 0.59 D -O.Ii2
Liken: opening vs. control Li? with I d.f. O 0.59 C ao.71
Dixon'riUe: opening vs. control 0.30 with 1 d.f. O -o.Ia c o.5o

Wild rose
Opening: Liken vs. Dixonville OJ8 with 1 d. A OJL2 0 -0.31
Liken: opening vs. control o.l6 with 3. thf. O O.12 C -0.50
DixonviUex opening vs. control 0.23 with 1 d. O * 0.31 C -0.37

Teat of number of individuals
of each species 0

Number of individuals
on a plot

Bigleaf Maple
opening vs. control 1.03 with 3. and 123 d,f. O * 5.3 C

control vs. control 0.71. with 1 and 123 d.f. 01* 3.7 02- .7
Liken vs. DixonviUe 3.J2 with 1 and 123 df. A 5.8 D 3.8
Interaction 1.82 with 2 and 3.23 d.f.

Poisonoak
opening vs. control 3.33 with 1 and 123 d.1. 0 - 11.6 C - 20.
control vs. control 2,37 with 1 and 123 d.f. C1 25.14 02 16.3
Liken vs. Dixonville 2.88 with 1 and 123 d.f. A - 12.7 1) - 21.1
Interaction 0.19 with 2 and 123 d.t.



Table 2 (conti

* Statisticaliy significant differenc

Wild rose
opening vs. control 1.21 with 1 and 123 d.f.
coxitrol vs. control 1.82 with 3. arid 123 d.f.
Mken ye, Dixonvil].e 0.56 with 3. and 123 d.f.
Interaction 0.37 with 2 and 123 d,f.

o * 1.7
C2 - 2.8
A 2].

3.]-
3.14

3.0

Hazel
opening vs. control LI3 with 1 and 123 d.f.* 0 5.9 C - 3.9
control vs. control 0.2ti. with 1 and 123 d.f. C1 1.2 C2 3.7
liken vs. Dixonville 11.20 with 1 and 123 4f* A 2.5 1) 6.0
Interaction 0.29 with 2 and 123 cLf.

ovberry
opening vs. control. 0.t7 with 1. and 123 if. 0 5.9 C a 7,3
control vs. control 0.37 with 1 and 123 d,f. 8.1 C2 - 6.6
liken vs. Dixonvifle 114.714 with 3. and 123 d.f.* B 3.1
Interaction 1.93 with 2 and 123 d.f.



series than on Mken series. It
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also more corrnion unaer te canopy

than tn the openings. No other differences were fouid,

The number of individual stems of each species as distinguished

£roi the mere occurrence of the species was analyzed for each of

the dominant species by using the2 by 3 factorial. It was found

that in the opening, there were more hazel plants than under the

canopy. There were significant differences f or both hazel and

snowberry when the data on Dixonvil].e series and Aiken series were

compared. On Dixorwille series the stems of hazel were greater in

number than on Aiken series and the converse was true of snowberry.

Further analyses for possible interaction between sot]. series and

openings wore made, but all failed to show significance.

To determine if shrubs truly invaded openings or were present

before the opening and were merely stimulated to grow faster, five

dominant species were tested for age in opening and under canopies,

these were bigleaf maple, hazel, snowberry, poisonoak and wild rose.

The 2 by 3 factorial experiment was used to analyze the average age

for each species and the results are shown in Table 3. The results

obtained are interpreted to mean that bigleaf maple and hazel have

been growing longer in the opening than under the closed canopy.

For snawberry, when dealing with soil series, it was found that it

grew to a greater average age on Aiken series than on DixonviUe

series. No other significant differences of any kind were found

ui this test,
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Tible 3 (continued

gnificant difference.

Wild rose
opening vs. control 0.314 with 1 and 123 d.f. o 1.0 C -0.8
control vs. control 0.014 wth 1 and 123 di C1 - 0.8 - 0.8
Aiken vs. Dixonville
Interaction

0.O with 1 and 123 df.
o.13 with 2 and 123 d.f.

A - 0.9 D 0.9

Multiple range
Difference SSR Conclusion

3 Haze1i.Snowberry 6.38 2.7 Significant 8.9 S m2.6

2 HazelBigleaf maple i.S6 2.71 Not Significant H - 8,9 B 7.14

2 Bigleaf mapleSnowberry 14.82 2.71 Siznificant B 7.I - 2.6
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Comparisons were made on the average age o2' three species; big-

leal' maple, snowberry and hazel, The multiple range test developed

by Duncan (, p. 1..4.2) was used here, The average ago of those three

species obtained fron plots in the openings was determined. The

tests showed that bigleaf maple as well as hazel Invaded under the

opening earlier than snowberry where comparisons could be made of

those growing in the same opening,

fleight

Further analyses were made on the effects of openings and 80il

series on the height growth of brush species. The average growth

per year of each species was obtained by dividing total height by

total age. The analyses of data were made with the five dominant

species and are shown in Tablo i, The analysis revealed that big-

leaf maple and hazel responded in growth rate when the opening

curred, Aiken soils were favorable for snowber; growth rate

whether the species developed under the shade or in the opening.

in contrast to snowberry, hazel grew more rapidly on Dixonvilie

soils than on Aiken soils both in the openings and under the canop

No interactions of soils and opening wore observed,



Bigleaf Maple
opening vs. control
control vs. control
iken vs. DixonviUe

Interaction

16.88 with 1 and 123 d.f.*
1.55 with 1 and 123 d.f.
0.13 with 1 and 123 d.f.
0.10 with 2 and 123 d.f.

Poisonoak
opening vs. control 2.67 with], and 123 d.f.
control vs. control 2.7]. with I and 123 d.f.
Aiken vs. Bixonville 0.07 with 1 and 123 d.f.
Interacti.on 0.90 with 2 and 123 d.f.

Haze].
opening vs. control 7.27 with ]. and 123 d.f.*
control vs. control 1.1.14 with 1 and 123 d.f.
Aiken vs. Dixonville 5.5I with 1 and 123 d.1.*
Interaction 0.81. with 2 and 123 d.f.

0 * 0.37
ci * o.56
A - 0.148

C * 0.149
C2 0.142
B -0.143

nowberry
opening vs. control 0.69 with 1 and 123 d.f. 0 143 C 0.35
control vs. control 0.19 with 1. and 123 d.f. Cj 0.37 C2 - 0.33
Aikert vs. Dixonvillo 14.22 with 1 and 123 d.f.* A 0.147 B 0.31
Interactioi 0.lj7 with 2 and 1.23 df.

Table 14. Tests of effects of d soil series on height of brush species.

Teat F-ratio Mean annual, height growth
in feet

o 0.67 C - 0.32
0.30 C2 * 0.314

£ O.h8 B - 0.141

0 -0.71 C * 0.50
C], * 0.146 C2 - 0.55
A - 0.147 B - 0.31



ignificant differen

Table (continued)

Wild roae
opening V8. control 1.87 with I and 123 d.f. 0 0J9 C - 0.1
control vs. control 1.08 with 1 and 123 d.f. Cj Oj7 02 0,143
Aiken vs. Dix.onvtlle 3.72 with 1 and 123 d.f,

1.00 with 2 and 123 d..
A 09 1) 0.38

Interaction



DISCUSSION

In his sthdy on behavior and control of unders tory hardwoods

after clear cutting in Piedmont pine stands, Brerider and Nelson

(2, p. 11) found that in the six years after felling, preadin of

the crown of oaks and hickories occurred but there was no increase

in number; shrubs increased in number and crown spread; and that

there was a slight increase tn relative nportance of intolerant

hardwoods and tolerant small hardwoods.

Bogsch (1, p. 90) reported that the results on hi investigations

on brush jnvasion in the Rio Grar4e Plain of Texas showed that as long

as the grassland climax remained undisturbed, woody plants were con-

fined to the canyons and draws along the stream bed; and that the

dry- cycles cannot initiate brush invasion but can favor its

continuation through i-educed competition with other forms.

Having studied the life history- of Symphoricarpos occidentalis

Hook, in Minnesota, Pelton (15, p. 36) stated that the shrub

invaded the grassland by means of rhizomea, The shrubs occur-a

generally in well-lighted habitats. It tolerated a wide variety of

soils but did not occur in very acid, organic, or permanently

saturated substrates.

Sprague and Hansen observed that a plant coimnoni.y invading the

grasslands of the McDonald Foreat in advance of the tree growth was

the common wild rose Rosa rubiginosa L. This invasion ranges from

a few clumps per acre to as high as an estijnted 20 per cent of the

area. (20, p. 92).

32
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A].]. the data presented, both that of author arid those of others,

indicate the Complexity of brush associations according to the

preference of the individl species for particular env-ironments.

The result was very little explainable grouping of species through

the area studied. It indicated that many variable factors governed

the determination of the brush species growing at any one place.

Small opening, regardless of size, showed an increase in percentage

cover of brush species but no increase in numbers of species. This

suggests that if thirming is to be applied on the stands that the

crown cover of total brush species always increases following the

releases of canopies.

Considering the soils, Dixonville supported more brush cover

than did Aiken. Control operations on brush, if necessity occurs,

would be more essential on the area occupied by the Dixorrville soils

than on Liken soils, It is worth noting that Dixonvil].e soils are

favorable to hazel and. poisonoak only if percentage of occurrence is

considered, and to hazel only when dealing with numbers of individuals

and growth rate. Dixon-rifle soils, however, were less favorable to

snowberry than were Liken soils. Wild rose, another species of which

was the most prevalent species in the grasslands (20, p. 92) failed

to show significant difference in all tests.

Environmental factors affecting poisonoak under field condition

are rather complicated as we can see that the species is not

uniformly distributed under the canopy from the standpoint of per-

centage cover. Further studies in order to obtain effective control



of this must consider this phenomenon.

al analyses of amount of cover showed the interaction

of soils and opening on snowberry and poisonoak; snowberry did not

react as much to soil series under canopy as in opening; poisonoak

showed an interaction of no practical significance.

Further analysis taken on average age of the species revealed

that bigloaf maple was older in the opening than when grow

canopy. This may be explained as more stems in the opening growing

from sprouts than those under full canopy. Since numerous sprouts

caused problems in this area, treatment of bigleaf maple before

thinning or clear cutting might be applied.

Other highlights found in the invettigation included the early

invasion of the bigleaf maple and hazel, earlier than the snowberry,

when they occurred in the same opening, The first two species also

grow better in the openings according to the average rate of height

growth test. Data showed that in the opening, a mean of bigleaf

maple cover was Ith.07 eauare feet compared with 9.Th square feet

under the full canopy; a mean of hazel in the opening was 39.1S

square feet cnpared to 22.70 square feet under the canopy. These

are for plots of 200 square feet, These two species undoubted],y

cause the major regeneration problem on open areas,

It should be noted here that concentrated attention to research

on the biglea.f maple problem was received for the first tine in l%6.

The problem brought the cooperation between the Forest Experiment

Station, Oregon State College, and the U. S. Bureau of Land Management
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(23, p. 12) in research studies.

Since hazel brush evidently becomes one of the first a

invade openings in this area, hazel brush therefore should be con

aidered along with bigleaf maple when control operations are required

although its shade is not as dense.

An important thing which should be mentioned here is the methods

used in the study. One of the leading difficulties arose in counting

the age of wild rose, snowberry, blaokberrr and raspberry with the

hand ions. This was partii1 ly due to the hollow pith of their stems.

The result is a measurement of limited accuracy. Another cause for

error in measurement was the tendency of stems to die back. S

species, notably snowberry and poisonoak, may be older than they

appeared for this reason.

To bring the forest area into maximum restocking and

growth of desirable species within reasonable time, the forester

requires a knowledge of the composition, variation, and habitat

factors of that forest. This investigation is to assist the silvi-

cui.turist in reaching a solution of the brush problem which may arise

as the result of windthrow, thirining, insects blowdom and so forth.

Implications of the results obtaIned would be that because the size

of opening, slope, and aspect did not influence the brush density,

we may turn our attention to the effects of opening sa such, soil

series and reactions peculiar to individual species. Increase in

cover of brush species in openings is found to be more than twine

that occurring under the canopy.



As bigleaf maple arid hazel are prevalent in the area, methods

and ti of control of these species should be investigated, other-.

wise the 1oging operation might turn the area into a hardwood

forest or a brush area. Because Dixonville soils showed the biggest

problem with brush, the area occupied by this soils 8eries must be

given heavier treatment, A study of the response of individual

species to soils series as has been discussed above may assist in

thinning applications as well as brush treatment.

However, it is worth remembering that some species may not

cause a serious problem in every instance and benefits frori them may

be expected sometimes as was the case with bracken fern and Douglas-

fir seedlings (12, p. j3ii-.4.8S), However, all of this requires

further investigation.
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StiiAR! AND CONCLUSIONS

This study was conducted from October l97 to July 19S8 to

detennine the effectt of small stand openings upon the invasion of

brush species on the south elopes in the Dou3as-fir forest of the

Willamette Valley foothills.

The measurements taken included number of brush species, number

of individuals within each speciec, height, crown dimension and age

within height class. Observations on habitat factors included series

of the soils, pH, depth of A and B horizon, size of opening, aspect,

slope and stand condition.

The plots were located randomly in openings in the Douglas-fir

canopy. Each plot in the opening was accompanied by two co-plots

set up randomly under the adjacent closed canopy.

Soils in the study area consisted of the Aiken and Dixonville

series and an interrade between them.

Size of openings were varied, ranging from 800 to 9,000 square

feet.

Sixteen species of brush were found in the area. Five of these

species, because of their amount of cover and frequency were con-

sidered as dominant species.

Statistical analyses were applied to the data collected; the

results are suxinnarized as fo].lows*

Increase in size of opening within the limits measured does

not affect the amount of cover of brush species.

No significant difference was shown between the amount of



rush cover on south slopes and the amount on southeast slopes.

Spread of crown cover of brush species except poisonoak, was

ound greater in the opening than in the closed canopy.

I. There was heavier brush cover on )ixonviUe than on Aiken

soils.

. Bigleaf maple showed significant increase in amount of cover,

average age, and rate of height growth as it developed under the

opening.

6. flazel showed wider crown cover, more individuals, and higher

of height growth on DixonviUe than on Liken soils.

7, In contra8t with hazel, snowberry growing on Aiken soils was

significantly better developed in amount of cover, number of

individuals, average age and rate of height growth. Invasion of

owberry could be expected under canopies on Aiken soils.

6. Poisoriosk was distributed more uniformly and had more crown

cover when growing on DiXOzTvtIle than on Liken soils, but the species

showed considerable variation in distribution under the fuLl, canopy.

9, Generally, openings resulted in more crown cover for ail

dominant species except wild rose which did not show a significant

difference between openings and control plots.

The Loilowing trends might be expected when thinning a stand:

less brush cover would be expected on the Mken soils than on the

Dixonvifle soils; on both soils the brush cover always spreads out

as the result of stand opening; fw species increase in nunber of

stems or in rate of height growth in the openings; in the thinnin
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brnsh treatment may have to be applied in areas of Dixonville soils.

It might not be necessary to eradicate the brush completely, but to

reduce the density for such a period of time as would allow tree

seedlings to become established or the canopy to fill in again since

SlOpe and aspect have no influence on brush growth, they do not enter

the brush problem in this area.

These results taken together should simplify the job of the

ailviculturist by giving him more facts to work with.
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APPE1DIX

Table A.

Plot Bearing

Soils Description lope
per
cent

Total Cover No. of species
pH at Depth of Depth of

Serieg Surface A (in.) B (ft) 0penin
Open- Con-

Control ing trol
Stand

Descrtption

3. Liken 5.8 16 3 3.0 106. 52.625 3 3 1)3 1860
2 S1I5°E Dixonville 6,5 114 25 58.25 146.625 2 2 1)2 a 1890
3 83°W Dixonvil].e 5.8 U ID 147.75 28.25 3 3 D3 - 1890
14 S5M DixonviUe 5.5 10 10 98.50 39.5 14 3 03 - 1890
S 85o°E Dixonvifle 6.3 10 25 36.00 17.5 14 3 03 - 1890
6 DixonviUo 5.8 10 20 113.50 141.875 14 3 03 1890
7 Dixonvil].e 6.0 17 8 1141.00 55.25 5 2.5 03 1860

93.758 S145°E Aiken 6.5 16 8 72.50 3 14 03 ! 3.860
9 S50°E Aiken 6,o U 8 109.0 1014.0 14 2.5 1)3 e 1860

10 S50°E Liken 6.0 U 9 121.25 19.75 14 2 03 e 18o
11 Liken 6.5 13 20 93.50 142.25 14 14 1)3 ].860

Aikeri12 S50°E 6,8 9 35 3.09.0 28.125 3 14 1)3 a 1860
33 s56°z Aiken 6.o 16 35 1314.0 38.50 3 14.5 1)3 a 1860

S%°E liken 6.0 15 12 99.25 3.625 5 3 03 1860
iS 5500E liken 6.3 ].6 20 6i.So 12.5 5 2.5 03 1860
16 Liken 6.5 U 22 103.50 11.125 ii 14 03 1860

Liken17 S1400E 6.5 10 33 117.0 102.125 14 5.5 03 t860
Liken10 6.3 15 18 2514.75 65.125 14 14.5 03 a 1870

19 Liken 6.3 3.7 15 133.0 70. 125 3 14.5 1)3 1870
20 s145°w Dixoniifl.e 5.8 25 25 151.0 116.375 t. 3.5 1)14 a 1830
21 535°E DixonviUe 6.5 15 10 78.25 50.5 5 14 1)3 1860
22 SS0°E Liken 6.5 3.9 30 2614.25 141.125 3 3 1)3 1660
23 S58°E Aiken 5.8 12 8 259.25 51.0 3 6 03 a 1860



Table * (continued)

214 550°E Aiken 6.5 3 16 80.50 31.25 6 6 03 l860
25 S1450E Aiken 6.5 19 20 156,50 102.5 14 14 03 1860
26 S%° DixonvLUe 5.8 9 28 1814.25 97.0 2 5.5 03 1880
27 S1470E Dixonville 5.5 11 140 227.25 126.875 5 35 03 1880
28 5300W Dixonvifle 6.0 15 30 3140.25 63.625 3 14 03 1880
29 S142°E Di.xonville 5.8 12 27 3.73.75 88.50 14 14 03 = 1890
0 S35°E Bixonville 5.8 12 22 106.0 33.125 7 3.5 03 = 1890

3.12.531 512°E Intermediate 5.8 21 32 148.25 14 3 03 1890
32 S35°E Dixonvifle 6.0 114 28 88,0 143.0 5 3 03 1890
33 s58°E Dixonville 5.8 17 25 101.25 35,5 5 3.5 03 1890
314 S%°E Intermediate 6.8 10 9 189.50 155.125 6 6 03 1890
35 S%°E intermediate 6.0 18 30 2714.0 119,375 6 14 03 = 1890
36 s146°z Dixonvifle 6.0 114 35 195.25 56.75 3 3 03 1890
37 S56°E Intermediate 6.0 18 30 1314.00 27.75 14 14.5 03 1890
38 S55°E Dixonvill.e 6.3 13 28 190.00 95.375 6 14.5 03 1890
39 550°E Dixonvjl].e 6.5 i6 28 i114.00 145.0 6 3 03 1890
140 S%°E Dixonville 6,3 17 32 2914.50 1214,875 9 14 03 1890
141 S,0E Interriooiate 6.5 114 35 237.0 222.125 7 3.5 03 ]?390
142 51400W Dixoiwlile 5.5 7 18 211.85 195.5 5 6 03 1880
143 522°E Dlxonville 6.0 12 32 187,0 76.0 5 35 03 1.880
1414 S20°E Dixonvillc 6.5 13 27 260.0 77.25 8 14.5 03 1880
145 S20° Dixonvillo 6.0 12 20 218,0 110.375 5 14 03 1880
146 S58°E Dixonville 6.3 11 30 227.5 127.125 3 5 03 1890
147 520°E Intermediate 6.3 114 " 6 252.0 173.125 8 5.5 03 1890
148 S55°E Interrediate 6.0 10 27 229.25 1414.625 14 14,5 03 1&0
149 558°E Intermediate 6.3 314 9 321.0 191.875 8 14 1)3 1890
50 S57°E Dixonville 6.0 12 " IS 191.0 110.0 5 5 03 3.890



Table 5(i). Regression analysis to determine the effect of size ot opening on brush cover
(increase over control).

50

120,290

2,I0.8

,169,681,1oo

289,393,682

t88, 363 ,O0

198,969,368 sP

Regression coefficient: b

ression ss: p2,

Residual 55: SSy

Estimated variance: B2

F lieg. 85/2 781.

x)(y) 181,119,89

9,688,397.18

10,082,601.25

391,20L07

y

y)2

sp/ssx a a oQ3$

781.0089

SS U7,7?7. S

(residual 5)/(n-2) 2,LS3.6876

I 2,IS3.6876 0.3183 with I and 1,8 d f

,027. 10

80.Sii

217,63I.li1

3214350.69

h12, 908. 69

U8,558 .01



Table B(ii). Exunp1e of 2 by 3 factorial experiment.
Test of number of indiv.duals for hazel brtsh,

variation
urn of

Squares

5i8 of variance

Degree of
Freedorn

Mean
Square F-ratio

+ l22.l0 2

Opening vs control 316.0039 1 316.0039 14.143*

Control vs control 6.1311 1 6.1311 0.23

B 3l.90 1. 37l.9O 114.20*

2 7.817? 0.299

Error 3217,83914 123 26.1612

Total. 3727.22148 128



Table B(iii). Example of the chi-square test of independence.
Test percentage of occurrence of snowberry in the
opening.

Presentj T

Absent

Number of
observations

m2 /£ (fl

is of variance

21

26 3

I,638 lO.28

Aiken DixonviUe Total

Among - 8amples 0.280k 0. 2801 1.0962

Within samples 1O.t638 0. 2S2

Total 10. 72


